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Abstract: This work presents the use of a high-fidelity neural network surrogate model within a
Modular Optimization Framework for treatment of crud deposition as a constraint within light-water
reactor core loading pattern optimization. The neural network was utilized for the treatment of crud
constraints within the context of an advanced genetic algorithm applied to the core design problem.
This proof-of-concept study shows that loading pattern optimization aided by a neural network
surrogate model can optimize the manner in which crud distributes within a nuclear reactor without
impacting operational parameters such as enrichment or cycle length. Several analysis methods were
investigated. Analysis found that the surrogate model and genetic algorithm successfully minimized
the deviation from a uniform crud distribution against a population of solutions from a reference
optimization in which the crud distribution was not optimized. Strong evidence is presented that
shows boron deposition in crud can be optimized through the loading pattern. This proof-of-concept
study shows that the methods employed provide a powerful tool for mitigating the effects of crud
deposition in nuclear reactors.
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1. Introduction

Crud is a unique form of fouling in light water reactors (LWRs) caused by particulates—
such as iron and nickel—depositing on fuel rods in the reactor as a result of system
corrosion [1]. Crud imposes operational challenges to the current fleet of operating LWRs [2]
and is strongly associated with subcooled boiling and high-power fuel regions, such as
within fresh fuel assemblies loaded into the reactor [3]. For pressurized water reactors
(PWRs), the primary issues caused by crud deposition are crud-induced localized corrosion
(CILC) and crud-induced power shift (CIPS) caused by the uptake of soluble boron within
the crud layer. Crud deposition is also associated with a pressure drop in nuclear reactors
as well [4]. Methods of managing crud are based on conservatively bounding the risk
associated with the occurrence of CIPS and CILC through the reactor core reload design.
Some of these techniques, such as flattening the power distribution to reduce the overall
steaming rate, increase the fuel cycle cost of the reactor due to an increase in the number of
fresh fuel assemblies.

CIPS, also known as the axial offset anomaly (AOA), is depicted in Figure 1. CIPS is
an unexpected downward shift in the power distribution, which manifests as a decrease in
the axial offset (AO) of the reactor [5] with the potential for rapid AO increase in the event
of crud burst. CIPS is caused by boron coming out of solution from the moderator and
uptaking into the crud layer. This introduces an extraneous neutron absorber in the upper
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portion of crud-impacted assemblies [6]. Significant AO deviations from the operating
target AO force reactor operators to decrease operating power to bring the reactor to a
more stable operating regime. For example, Cycle 9 of the Callaway Plant had to reduce to
70% of rated operating power due to CIPS [7]. For a 1000 MWe PWR, every 1% decrease in
operating power corresponds to an approximate loss of $10,000 per day in revenue due to
the need for replacement power purchases [8].

Figure 1. Comparison of the expected AO based on a neutronics analysis to the AO when CIPS
occurs [9].

CILC is an increased rate of corrosion in the fuel cladding that arises from the insulating
effect of crud on the fuel rod [10] and a higher temperature distribution across the fuel
rod [11]. In addition, chemical interactions between the crud and cladding also play a role
in increasing the rate of corrosion [12].

It is estimated that nuclear power plants spend $2 million annually in operations and
maintenance costs related to crud [13]. Several methods have been proposed for preventing
crud deposition. Strict PH control of the moderating water has been proposed as a possible
solution, but PH control becomes more difficult as fuel assemblies achieve high burnup
levels [2]. Advanced material coatings for fuel rods have also been proposed as a method
for preventing crud deposition [8,14]. Ultrasonic cleaning of fuel assemblies has become
a standard practice for mitigating crud deposition in the operating PWR fleet. Ultrasonic
cleaning effectively reduces the thickness of the crud layer on fuel assemblies reloaded into
the reactor, and it reduces the total mass of crud within the reactor [2]. The aforementioned
methods have successfully reduced occurrences of CIPS and CILC in the operating reactor
fleet with limitations. For example, ultrasonic cleaners do not remove enough particulate
to prevent crud-induced effects.

Therefore, advanced simulation tools for predicting crud growth and its impact on
reactor performance and safety are highly desired by reactor core designers in order to
minimize or completely eradicate the adverse effects of crud. Some efforts have been made
in the nuclear industry in this regard. The boron offset anomaly toolbox (BOA) is a tool
developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and Westinghouse capable of
predicting the mass of boron that deposits within crud on a nodal basis. BOA is often used
to check a PWR loading pattern’s susceptibility to CIPS [2]. Finally, utilities have developed
their own proprietary operating limits for lowering instances of CIPS and CILC based on
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correlated parameters such as number of fuel rods predicted to undergo subcooled boiling
or maximum soluble boron concentration. However, the use of BOA or utility operating
limits for preventing CIPS and CILC can lead to overly conservative core loading patterns
that require an increase in fresh fuel loading.

This work provides the initial progress of a new methodology for reducing the ef-
fects of crud deposition within PWRs by using a genetic algorithm and a neural network
surrogate model based on the crud chemistry code MAMBA [9] for designing loading
patterns that mitigate the effects of CIPS and CILC without penalizing other loading pat-
tern objectives such as enrichment or cycle length. The crud chemistry code MAMBA was
chosen for this work because it performs the crud calculations at the pin level. This level of
depth is desired in order to readily understand how the optimization algorithm is changing
the loading pattern design in order to account for crud deposition. CrUdNET, the neural
network surrogate model developed for this work, is a necessary replacement of MAMBA
because MAMBA simulations are computational cost prohibitive for use with optimization
algorithms. For example, solutions were evaluated in sixteen parallel processes. Directly
running MAMBA in this way would require 896 processors and take approximately 400 h
to perform the optimization. In addition, an experimental database suitable for training a
neural network based crud chemistry code is not available, which makes the simulation
data the only feasible option.

A neural network, a popular family of machine learning (ML) algorithms, is used in
this work as a surrogate model for crud evaluation. ML is observing increasing application
in the field of nuclear engineering. ML algorithms have been applied to cross section
predictions [15], neutron transport acceleration [16], and accident classification [17]. Neural
networks were used as surrogate models in loading pattern optimizations. For example,
they have been applied as a core simulator for evaluating loading pattern solutions [18,19].
Additionally, ML algorithms have been a preemptive evaluator to reduce the computational
burden of the optimization [20].

Genetic algorithms (GAs) were chosen to perform core loading pattern optimization
due to their long history of application in the field. They were one of the first optimization
algorithms applied to the core loading pattern problem [21]. They have been successfully
applied numerous times to PWRs [22,23], and they have also been used for the loading
pattern optimization of boiling water reactors [24–27]. Moreover, GAs have served as
the yardstick by which new optimization methodologies are measured. For example, GA
was one of the benchmarks used to evaluate development of Tabu algorithms for fuel
loading pattern optimization [28,29]. Likewise, it has been used to test the development of
various particle swarm algorithms [30,31]. GAs were also used in a wide comparison of
optimization methodologies for BWR loading pattern optimization [32].

2. Optimization Tools and Methods

This work made use of the neural network surrogate model crUdNET and a GA
within the Modular Optimization Framework (MOF) [33,34]. This section provides a brief
discussion of these tools, and how they are employed for crud optimization.

2.1. Neural Network for CRUD Modeling

Pin-level crud calculations are desired to understand how changes in the loading
pattern affect the crud distribution. This necessitates the use of the crud chemistry code
MAMBA for its capability of calculating crud deposition on a pin level basis, as opposed to
BOA which provides results on a nodal level.

MAMBA has been integrated into the core simulator VERA [9,35]. Through VERA,
MAMBA is coupled to the neutronics solver MPACT [36] and subchannel thermal hy-
draulics code CTF [37]. MAMBA uses information provided by these two codes and
Equation (1) to calculate the surface deposition of crud on every fuel rod across a PWR [9].

Cdens(t + δt) = Cdens(t) + δt
(
(kp

s,nonboil + kp
s,boilq”s,boil)Ncool − γktke

)
(1)
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In Equation (1), Cdens(t+ δt) represents the deposited crud molar density after timestep
δt. kp

s,nonboil represents the non-boiling crud deposition rate. kp
s,boil represents the boiling

deposition rate, and q”s,boil represents the boiling heat flux obtained through the VERA
coupling. kp

s,nonboil , kp
s,boil , and q”s,boil are multiplied by the term Ncool , which represents the

concentration of nickel-ferrite particulate in the reactor coolant. Lastly, γ and ktke represent
the erosion rate and surface kinetic energy which account for the crud that erodes from the
surface of the fuel rod [9].

MAMBA coupled within VERA requires significant numbers of processors and wall-
clock time. This makes a fully coupled MAMBA analysis unsuitable for use in an optimiza-
tion algorithm. For this reason, MAMBA is replaced with a convolutional neural network
(CNN) based on the U-NET neural network architecture [38] to assess crud deposition.
Reference [33] details why the U-NET neural network architecture was selected for the
surrogate model.

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the CNN surrogate model, crUdNET. CrUdNET
was designed to predict the change in the crud distribution at a single axial layer of the 3D
CTF mesh in a reactor core. In essence, crUdNET can be thought of as replacing Equation (1)
with Equation (2) for performing reactor core crud deposition calculations.

Csur−dens(t + δt) = Csur−dens(t) + F(∆P, Ncool , Bcool , E), (2)

In Equation (2), F represents the change in the crud surface density as predicted
by crUdNET, and the crud densities are altered from molar densities to surface mass
densities at the beginning and end of a time step, Csur−dens(t), Csur−dens(t + δt). The
density is altered because VERA reports the surface mass density in units g/cm2, rather
than the molar density mol/cm3. As the primary driver of crud deposition in MAMBA,
F is naturally a function of the nickel-ferrite particulate in the coolant, Ncool , in parts per
billion [9]. By using multiple trained networks, developed uniquely for each axial layer,
a reconstruction of the three-dimensional (3D) crud distribution is obtainable. Thus, the
use of crUdNET reformulates the crud deposition analysis from an analytical problem to a
pattern recognition problem. The soluble boron concentration in the coolant in parts per
million (ppm), Bcool , and end of time step cycle exposure in Giga-Watt-days/Metric-Ton-
Uranium (GWD/MTU), E are also provided to aid in pattern recognition. In broad terms,
cycle exposure accounts for the nuclear fuel residence time in the core, while soluble boron
concentration reflects the reactivity of the fuel. The higher the soluble boron concentration,
the more reactive the fuel is, and so more crud should likely deposit. In other words, less
and less crud will deposit in the reactor towards the end of the cycle exposure. Lastly, F is a
function of the change in the whole core pin power distribution, ∆P, given by Equation (3).

∆P = P(t + δt)− P(t) (3)

The leakyReLU activation function, given in Equation (4), is used as the activation
between all layers in crUdNET [39]. The number of nodes used in the layers of crUdNET
are provided in Table 1. Convolutional layers used a window size of 3× 3.

f (x) =
{
−0.1 ∗ x x < 0
x x ≥ 0

(4)

The difference in the pin power distribution, ∆P, is provided as input to the “U”
portion of the neural network. Here, the data is first normalized in the batch normalization
layer before being transformed by a series of 2D convolutional and averaging nodes. These
nodes transform the data, shaping it from a core-wide matrix of data to an assembly
wide matrix which identifies which assemblies are most likely to see significant changes
in crud deposition. Through a series of more convolutional nodes, upsampling nodes,
and concatenation nodes, the network then transforms this data into the core-wide crud
distribution, in relative quantities, for a single layer in the 3D CTF mesh. Meanwhile, the
inputs Ncool , Bcool , and E are fed into the linear dense connections of the neural network
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where they are transformed and normalized to determine the scale of the change in the
crud deposition. Lastly the spatial distribution and scaling terms are multiplied together
and output from the neural network in order to get the final change in the crud distribution.
As Equation (2) shows, the cycle crud deposition can then be calculated by summing the
outputs of the network over each timestep [40].

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) The neural network architecture of the crUdNET surrogate model. (b) Key proivding
each of the neural network layers used in crUdNET.

Table 1. Number of nodes used in the layers of crUdNET.

Layer Numbers Number of Nodes Layer Types

1,2 136 × 136 × 49 Convolution Input, Convolution Normalization
3, 4, 5 136 × 136 × 16 Convolution 2D, Average Pooling 2D
6, 7, 8 68 × 68 × 32 Convolution 2D, Average Pooling 2D

9, 10, 11 34 × 34 × 64 Convolution 2D, Average Pooling 2D
12, 13, 14, 15, 16 17 × 17 × 128 Convolution 2D, Upsampling, Concatenation
17, 18, 19, 20, 21 34 × 34 × 64 Convolution 2D, Upsampling, Concatenation
22, 23, 24, 25, 26 68 × 68 × 32 Convolution 2D, Upsampling, Concatenation

27, 28, 29 128 × 128 × 16 Convolution 2D
30, 35, 36 128 × 128 × 1 Convolution 2D, Multiplication, Output

31 3 Dense Input
32, 33, 34 16 Dense, Dense Normalization

CrUdNET was trained based on a fixed time step, δt, of 0.5 GWd/MTU. Pin-powers,
soluble boron concentrations, and cycle exposures are provided by a nodal analysis code.
which was used to replace MPACT for nuclear analysis to reduce the computational burden
of developing the training library, while this means that the CTF+MAMBA analyses are
decoupled from neutronics, this does not impact this work [33].

CrUdNET was trained on a library of 6600 unique sets of input and output data in an
80/20 training/validation split. The performance of crUdNET was then tested against a
further 1500 unique samples [33]. The training and testing inputs were developed through
repeated core loading pattern optimizations to obtain ∆P, Bcool , and E. Ncool was obtained
through random sampling. Figure 3 provides a comparison of MAMBA and crUdNET
for a crud distribution at end of cycle (EOC) for a reactor predicted by crUdNET. Figure 3
shows that crUdNET provides acceptable agreement with MAMBA in predicting crud
distributions. Figure 3 also represents a computational power reduction from 540 processors
and 1 h of wall clock time to a single processor and 30 s of wall clock time. More detailed
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explanations on the development and training process for crUdNET used in this work were
previously presented in reference [33].

(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) The crud distribution at EOC as predicted by crUdNET. (b) The crud distribution at
EOC as calculated by MAMBA for a reactor core.

2.2. Genetic Algorithm

The main features of a GA are crossover, mutation, and selections [41]. For this
work, the GA was developed using MOF, an object-oriented code for facilitating the rapid
development and application of optimization algorithms [34]. This GA utilized is relatively
standard.A flowchart of the GA is provided in Figure 4.

The initial population of solutions is generated by randomly selecting assembly types
allowed for each core location in all initial solutions. All solutions that pass the selection
process become parents to the next generation of solutions. Solutions are selected to
undergo either mutation or crossover, based on the mutation rate. For each solution a
random number is drawn. If the number is less than the current mutation rate, the solution
is selected to undergo mutation. Otherwise the parent solution will create a new solution
through crossover. All solutions selected for crossover are designed to mate and undergo
crossover with the most genetically similar solution. This mating is performed by selecting
the first un-mated solution, and examining the remaining un-mated solutions for the
highest number of fuel assembly types in the same position. These solutions are then mated
for crossover. A solution can only be mated once for undergoing crossover.

Crossover is performed by exchanging fresh fuel assemblies in the same core location
between the two genomes while the positions of reloaded fuel assemblies are shuffled
within the core. These restrictions on crossover ensure that the inventory on fresh and
burned fuel assemblies is preserved throughout the entire optimization. This is done in
place of other techniques, such as throwing out solutions that violate the used fuel inventory
and desired number of fresh fuel assemblies.

Mutation is performed in two ways. Fresh fuel assemblies are allowed to be freely
replaced with other available fresh fuel assembly designs, or fresh fuel assemblies can
swap their position in the core with another fuel assembly. Reloaded fuel assemblies are
allowed to exchange positions only within the other fuel assemblies in the solution. The
number of solutions that undergo mutation is determined by the mutation rate R, and
Equation (5) [34].

Rnew = 1− ∆mutation(1− Rcurrent), (5)
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where Rnew and Rcurrent are the updated and current mutation rate, respectively, and
∆mutation is defined by

∆mutation =

ln
( 1− R f inal

1− Rinitial

)

N
, (6)

where Rinitial and R f inal are the initial and final mutation rate, respectively, [34].
Selection is performed using the tournament method [42]. The tournament method is

completely random, allowing parents to compete against child solutions, child solutions
to compete against other child solutions, and parent solutions to compete against other
parents. Specific parameters of the GA, such as the mutation rate and population size, are
provided with the relevant optimization performed.

Figure 4. Flowchart of the GA used for loading pattern optimization developed through MOF.

2.3. Crud Optimization Methodologies

Solutions generated by MOF are evaluated in a two-step process. In the first step, a
neutronic analysis is performed to evaluate the loading pattern designed by the GA. This
provides information on the radial rod power peaking, soluble boron concentrations, and
cycle length. This also provides soluble boron concentrations, exposures, and the quarter-
core power distribution for crUdNET. In the second step, these values are combined
with a nickel particulate concentration history to calculate the crud distribution produced
by the solution. As previously mentioned, solutions were evaluated in sixteen parallel
processes. This was a limit set by a system limit on the number of parallel nuclear simulation
evaluations that could be performed in parallel.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of optimizing crud, an initial optimization is first
performed without any optimization objectives related to crud. The optimization is then
re-performed. This second optimization includes an objective related to crud, and it begins
from an initial random population just as the first optimization. The crud optimization
is considered successful if the optimized solution provides similar results to the initial
optimization in regard to the non-crud objectives, and must show improved performance
in regard to crud over the first optimized solution when evaluated using CTF+MAMBA.
For this work, the results of MAMBA calculations are taken as the true crud deposition.

Three optimization objectives unrelated to crud were used in each optimization. The
first objective was maximizing the cycle length based on a fixed number of fresh fuel
assemblies. This was used in place of meeting requirements on a specified cycle length and
minimizing the core-wide enrichment. The second objective was minimizing the cycle peak
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soluble boron concentration. The third objective was minimizing radial rod power peaking
(F∆H). This is calculated using Equation (7).

F∆H =
Peak Rod Power

Core Average Rod Power
=

Max 1
L
∫ L

0 P(x, y, z)dz
1

VCore

∫ ∫ ∫
VCore

P(x, y, z)dxdydz
. (7)

Core loading pattern optimization was performed on the third cycle of a four-loop,
193 assembly, Westinghouse PWR. This model used geometry and operating conditions
from the publicly available P9 progression problem published by CASL [43]. Heuristic
restrictions were imposed on where certain types of fuel assemblies could be placed when
generating initial solutions. This is a requirement and limitation of MOF in order to
maintain the desired fuel inventory because MOF can only directly track the number of
decision variables in a group, not how the placement of those decision variables affect
total assembly count in a full core arrangement. Fuel assemblies were divided into four
symmetry groups based on allowed location in the core (i.e., major and minor axis, non-
axis), and whether they were a fresh or previously burned fuel assembly. Figure 5 provides
the allowed locations of assemblies for the four groups. 1’s denote allowed locations and 0’s
denote prohibited locations. Figure 5 shows that fresh fuel assemblies are grouped based
on octant or quarter symmetry depending on whether they are axis or non-axis locations.
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(a) Fresh Octant

0
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1 0 1
1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

(b) Fresh Quarter

1
1 1
1 0 1
1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

(c) Burned Quarter

1
1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1

(d) Burned Octant

Figure 5. Decision variable maps for the four fuel assembly groups used in each optimization case:
(a) fresh fuel assemblies in octant symmetry, (b) fresh fuel assemblies in quarter symmetry, (c) burned
fuel assemblies previously placed in quarter symmetry, (d) burned fuel assemblies previously placed
in octant symmetry.

Figure 5. Decision variable maps for the four fuel assembly groups used in each optimization case:
(a) fresh fuel assemblies in octant symmetry, (b) fresh fuel assemblies in quarter symmetry, (c) burned
fuel assemblies previously placed in quarter symmetry, (d) burned fuel assemblies previously placed
in octant symmetry.

3. Optimization Methodologies and Results

Two optimization methodologies were tested. The first sought to reduce the total mass
of crud in the core. The second sought to have a uniform amount of crud distribute on all
fuel rods in the core.

3.1. Total Crud Mass Reduction

The logical first objective regarding crud deposition would be minimizing the total
mass of crud that deposits within the reactor core. Reducing the total mass of crud that
deposits in the core reduces the risk of CIPS and CILC. A methodology for reducing the
total crud mass was proposed, however it turned out that this optimization objective could
not be optimized using the chosen toolset.
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The proposed optimization objective formulation for reducing the total core crud mass
was quite simple. Three crUdNET models were trained. Each model predicted the crud
distribution at a different axial elevation. Per Equation (8), these three predictions, Nplanes,
are summed across all fuel rods, Nrods, to produce a single crud mass value.

mcrud
total =

Nplanes

∑
j=1

Nrods

∑
i=1

mcrud
ij (8)

The crud mass optimization methodology was explored using six test cases. Cases
differed in two ways: (1) whether the limiting value F∆H was 1.55 or 1.60, and (2) whether
the case used 84, 88, or 92 fresh fuel assemblies. This exploratory study consisted of
generating an optimized loading pattern using MOF based on each of the six cases using
the previously described non-crud related optimization objectives. These objectives were
maximizing cycle length, measured in effective full power days (EFPD), and meeting the
described limits on maximum F∆H and a maximum soluble boron concentration less than
1300 ppm. These cases were then repeated with the inclusion of crUdNET and the crud
mass objective described in Equation (8). The twelve optimized cases were then re-analyzed
using CTF+MAMBA to determine if the combination of MOF and crUdNET had noticeably
reduced the total mass of crud in the core. For this work, the results of MAMBA calculations
are taken as the true crud deposition.

The loading pattern parameters for the cases optimized without crud are presented
in Table 2. Results for the cases optimized with crud as an optimization objective, are
presented in Table 3. Both tables also provide the mass of crud as predicted by crUdNET.
This mass is significantly smaller than the total core crud mass because of the use of a
subset of axial planes used in the analysis, as described previously. Figure 6 shows the F∆H
values over the course of the cycle for the twelve highest fitness solutions, and Figure 7
provides the soluble boron concentration.

Tables 2 and 3 show that in five of the six cases optimized, crUdNET evaluation of
the crud objective within the GA lowered the total mass of crud deposited. These tables
also show that the highest fitness loading patterns for the 12 optimizations performed are
unique. This is further reinforced by Figures 6 and 7, which show unique F∆H and soluble
boron concentration histories for each of the 12 cases analyzed.

Table 2. Optimization objective values, including crud mass predicted by crUdNET, for highest
fitness solution for optimizations performed without total crud mass optimization objective.

LP Number Number Fresh
Assemblies

Limiting F∆H
Value

Maximum Boron
Concentration

(PPM)
Maximum F∆H Cycle Length

(EFPD)
Predicted Crud

Mass (g)

1 84 1.55 1290.9 1.512 447.3 535.95
2 88 1.55 1297.9 1.550 474.4 711.17
3 92 1.55 1295.1 1.530 485.9 638.64
4 84 1.60 1271.7 1.594 461.1 858.50
5 88 1.60 1267.4 1.574 473.6 722.67
6 92 1.60 1289.6 1.596 482.8 925.37

Table 3. Optimization objective values, including crud mass predicted by crUdNET, for highest
fitness solution for optimizations performed with total crud mass optimization objective.

LP Number Number Fresh
Assemblies

Limiting F∆H
Value

Maximum Boron
Concentration

(PPM)
Maximum F∆H Cycle Length

(EFPD)
Predicted Crud

Mass (g)

7 84 1.55 1238.6 1.543 445.3 464.14
8 88 1.55 1287.2 1.544 470.2 478.97
9 92 1.55 1323.6 1.542 486.0 765.92

10 84 1.60 1298.1 1.572 461.1 846.86
11 88 1.60 1288.6 1.590 471.9 680.65
12 92 1.60 1290.1 1.594 482.6 640.67
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Figure 6. Comparison of F∆H versus exposure for the highest fitness solutions for the six optimization
cases with and without crud objectives.

Figure 7. Comparison of the soluble boron concentration for the highest fitness solutions for the six
optimization cases with and without crud objectives.

Figure 8 shows the total mass of crud within the core, as calculated by MAMBA, over
the length of the cycle for the 12 cases. Table 4 provides the EOC total crud mass for the
twelve cases.
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Figure 8. Whole crud mass, as calculated by MAMBA, versus exposure for loading patterns analyzed
in crud mass optimization.

Table 4. Comparison of total core crud mass, as calculated by MAMBA, at cycle exposure of 438 EFPD
for the 12 highest fitness solutions for the total core crud mass optimization demonstrations.

Fresh Assembly Count Limiting F∆H Value
Crud Mass without

Crud Optimiza-
tion (Kg)

Crud Mass with Crud
Optimization (Kg)

84 1.55 8.328 8.308
88 1.55 8.308 8.315
92 1.55 8.311 8.268
84 1.60 8.290 8.296
88 1.60 8.279 8.296
92 1.60 8.277 8.259

Tables 2–4 and Figure 8 mean several things. The significant difference in mass between
the crUdNET predictions and MAMBA calculations indicate that the use of a three-layer
modeled by crUdNET is not sufficient to represent the whole-core crud mass. Additionally,
MAMBA calculating the same crud mass for all twelve loading pattern designs indicate
MAMBA is not mature in regard to the total crud mass deposited. It is unlikely for the
nickel particulate concentration in the coolant to be the sole factor in determining the core
wide crud mass, and for the power distribution to not significantly impact the core-wide
crud mass.

Improvements in MAMBA will improve both itself and crUdNET, and further refine-
ment of crUdNET will improve its predictive capability when it comes to total core crud
mass. This work will make it possible to use crUdNET, in conjunction with an optimization
algorithm, to design loading patterns that drive down the mass of crud that deposits
within the reactor core. In the short term however, this means that a different optimization
objective is required to demonstrate that crUdNET can successfully be used to optimize
loading patterns in regard to crud deposition.

3.2. Crud Deposition Analysis

To demonstrate that crUdNET in conjunction with optimization algorithms could
control crud deposition, an optimization objective to maximize the uniformity of the
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crud distribution over the entire reactor was adopted. In other words, the objective is
to have as many fuel rods with the same amount of crud as possible. This methodology
modeled a single axial layer. Deviation from a uniform distribution was measured via
Equations (9) and (10):

Mave =
∑Nrods

i=1 Mi

N2
rods

, (9)

D =
N2

rods

∑
i=1
|Mi −Mave|. (10)

For Equations (9) and (10), Mi is the crud mass density for fuel pin i, Mave is the average
crud mass density, and D is the deviation from the average value.

Equation (11) is the fitness equation for the deviation from uniform methodology analysis.

Fitness = D− 10 ·max(Lcycle − Tcycle, 0)− 1500 ·max(F∆Hm − 1.55, 0)− 2 ·max(Csb
m − 1300, 0) (11)

In Equation (11), D is the deviation from a uniform distribution given by Equation (10),
Lcycle represents the solution cycle length, F∆Hm is the maximum rod power peaking, and
Csb

m is the maximum soluble boron concentration.
The GA used a population size of 30 and iterated solutions over 200 generations. Ini-

tially, 25% of solutions were mutated, but the number of solutions grew to 55% of solutions
by the end of the optimization. Assemblies used in the optimization had enrichments of
4.4, 4.7, or 4.9 w/o. IFBA, gadolinium, and pyrex were used as burnable poisons in the fuel
assemblies for all three enrichments. Fuel assemblies containing IFBA used 80 or 120 IFBA
rods. Fuel assemblies using gadolinium had either 12 or 24 rods containing gadolinium.
Gadolinium was utilized at 3%, 5%, and 8% w/o. Finally, assemblies containing pyrex as a
burnable poison used a 12, 16, or 24 pyrex rod configuration.

3.2.1. Optimization Results

Figure 9 provides the deviation of crud from a uniform distribution—as calculated by
Equations (9) and (10)—in the reactor over the course of the cycle as predicted by crUdNET
for the reference and test methodology optimizations. The reference optimization did not
include the optimization objective related to crud. The test optimization methodology
sought minimize the deviation from a uniform crud distribution. Figure 9 shows that the
use of crUdNET significantly improved the uniformity of the crud distribution across the
reactor core.

As mentioned, crUdNET and the optimization algorithm are considered to have suc-
cessfully optimized the crud distribution if the optimization objective for the test method-
ology is improved over the reference value when solutions for both optimizations are
evaluated using MAMBA. Figure 10 is reproduced Figure 9 using MAMBA, rather than
crUdNET, to calculate the crud distribution for the population of solutions. It shows that
although the difference between the two populations in terms of deviance from a uniform
crud distribution is significantly smaller, the population of solutions optimized for crud
clearly shows lower values, and thus a more uniform crud distribution than the reference
optimization population.

Figure 10 shows that crUdNET and optimization algorithms can be combined to
directly optimize crud distributions through the fuel loading pattern. This provides a
significant advancement toward reducing the effects of CIPS and CILC within PWRs by
providing core design engineers with a direct means of evaluating and manipulating the
crud distribution when designing loading patterns. This is an improvement over current
methods that seek to reduce crud deposition based on correlated parameters or evaluating
crud as part of a post processing analysis.
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Figure 9. Deviation from a uniform crud distribution using crUdNET with and without considering
crud as an optimization objective.

Figure 10. Deviation from a uniform crud distribution using MAMBA with and without considering
crud as an optimization objective

It is also important to understand how the genetic algorithm optimized the loading
pattern in regard to crud. Figure 11 provides the loading patterns for the highest fitness
solutions for the reference optimization and crud optimization test methodology. The com-
parison shows that the loading pattern for the test methodology has a larger concentration
of fresh fuel assemblies toward the outer edge of the reactor core.
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(a) (b)

Figure 11. (a) The loading pattern for the highest fitness solution in the reference optimization.
(b) The loading pattern for the highest fitness solution in the test methodology optimization. The
loading pattern optimized in the test methodology has far fewer fresh assemblies towards the center
of the core than the reference optimization loading pattern.

The effects are shown in Figures 12 and 13, which compare the power distributions
between the loading patterns at beginning of cycle (BOC) and middle of cycle (MOC),
respectively. The figures show that the loading pattern optimized for crud maintains higher
and denser power concentrations over the reference optimization.

(a) (b)

Figure 12. (a) The BOC power distribution for the highest fitness solution of the reference optimiza-
tion. (b) The BOC power distribution for the highest fitness solution of the crud test methodology.
The solution optimized for crud shows higher power concentrations over the reference solution.
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(a) (b)

Figure 13. (a) The MOC power distribution for the highest fitness solution in the reference population.
(b) The MOC power distribution for the highest fitness solution in the crud test methodology
population. The crud optimized solution shows continued higher power concentrations than the
reference case, which has more distributed power.

Figure 14 illustrates the effect of these higher power concentrations on the crud
distribution in the loading patterns. Figure 14 indicates that the GA optimized the loading
pattern to have a minimal deviation from uniform crud distribution by concentrating the
power distribution so that crud grows very densely on a small number of assemblies. This
results in most fuel rods having no crud on them, and so the deviation from a uniform
distribution is minimized.

(a) (b)

Figure 14. (a) The EOC crud distribution for the highest fitness solution in the reference optimization
population. (b) The EOC crud distribution for the highest fitness solution in the crud test methodology.
The GA optimized the deviation from uniform crud distribution objective by designing the loading
pattern to concentrate the power. This causes crud to grow in only a few assemblies.
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This shows that there is room for improvement in both MAMBA and the surrogate
model crUdNET. However, the needs for improvement do not discount this work. Improve-
ments in both crUdNET and MAMBA will only increase the effectiveness of the methods
discussed here. The optimization objective demonstrated that the combination of crUdNET
and a GA can be successfully used for a multi-objective optimization that designs the crud
distribution in a given way while also meeting other requirements such as rod power
peaking and cycle length. However, in practice, dense distributions of crud, such as the
one shown in Figure 14, created through the optimization are undesirable. Refinement of
MAMBA, crUdNET, and the crud optimization objective will significantly improve reactor
performance with respect to CIPS and CILC.

3.2.2. Note on the Mass of Boron in Crud

Although not the focus, the boron mass deposited in crud was calculated as part of the
MAMBA crud deposition analysis. The total boron mass in crud over cycle exposure for
cases analyzed in MAMBA are presented in Figure 15. Figure 15 shows that there is nearly a
50 g range mass of boron that uptakes into the crud layer. This implies that loading pattern
optimization with a reduced-order model or fast surrogate model trained for boron in crud
prediction could effectively reduce the impact or occurrence of CIPS without penalizing
other parameters such as enrichment or cycle length.

Figure 15. The boron mass in crud values for all cases analyzed using MAMBA show a large amount
of variation, indicating that loading pattern optimization can be utilized to reduce instances of CIPS.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

This work presents a proof of concept demonstration that neural network surrogate
models combined with optimization algorithms such as the GA can optimize properties
related to crud deposition in nuclear reactors via loading pattern optimization. Deficiencies
in both MAMBA and the modeling approach taken with crUdNET prevented optimization
of the mass of crud that deposits in the core. However, by setting a crud related optimization
objective to minimize the deviation from a uniform crud distribution, it was shown that
the GA could successfully use crUdNET to develop loading patterns that outperformed
a reference optimization regarding this parameter without sacrificing other objectives of
the loading pattern optimization including power peaking, cycle length, and maximum
soluble boron concentration.

CrUdNET’s accuracy requires some improvement. The most immediate way in which
the fidelity of crUdNET could be improved is through the introduction of ensemble model-
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ing. Ensemble modeling is a powerful tool for increasing the predictive capability of neural
networks, and the expansion of the surrogate modeling used in this work to multiple neural
network architectures trained using varying data sets would greatly increase the accuracy
of crUdNET. Additionally, it was shown that there is need for improvement in MAMBA,
particularly regarding the crud mass calculations. As MAMBA matures the strength of the
neural network surrogate models and the efficacy of the methods demonstrated here will
only improve.

These improvements will also allow for the further exploration of optimization objec-
tives related to crud. The deviation from a uniform crud distribution was used here based
on the current capabilities of both MAMBA and crUdNET. Improvements to MAMBA
and crUdNET will allow for the inclusion of other optimization objectives such as the
core crud mass or maximum density of crud on fuel assemblies. Lastly, Figure 15 showed
that there is a significant amount of variance between loading pattern designs in the total
mass of boron that uptakes into the crud distribution. This provides the motivation for
developing a surrogate model dedicated to predicting the boron uptake into the crud layer.
The development of such a model would allow for the direct analysis and inclusion within
the optimization of a loading patterns risk to CIPS using the methods demonstrated in
this work.
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